
 

Military and Foreign Policy Experts Open 
Letter on U.S. Diplomatic Malpractice 

Does America inspire the world by the power of its example or the 
example of its power? Far too often, and despite President Joe Biden’s 
words during his inaugural address, America’s over militarized power and 
diplomatic malpractice are its examples to the world. 

We must change that. To make America truly essential and indispensable, 
we must not remain the world’s leading arms maker and weapons 
exporter. We must instead become the world’s greatest and most 
committed peacemaker and diplomat. 

The problem is that America continues to make war, continues being 
“essential” only as the world’s leading merchant of death, and continues 
seeking dominance through military supremacy that ends, in places like 
Afghanistan, Iraq, and earlier in Vietnam, in mass death and colossal folly. 

In our first open letter last spring in The New York Times, we, the 
undersigned, argued that a thoroughly militarized U.S. foreign policy 
would generate ruinous and worsening consequences and increasingly 
limited options for the U.S. and the world. Recent events bear this out. 

The results of U.S. diplomatic malpractice are cruelly displayed in Eastern 
Europe, the Middle East and the Indo-Pacific. Risks of further escalation and a 
world war are rising. Predictably, a militarized foreign policy characterized by 
rejecting or ignoring international laws and treaties and by disingenuous 
negotiations and talks has offered no solutions to volatile wars in Eastern 
Europe and the Middle East while making war more likely in the Indo-Pacific. 

Militarized solutions breed and feed more war. Earnest and deliberate 
diplomacy is the best hope to bring peace, stability and reconciliation to 
the world. 

War in Ukraine 

The failure to pursue diplomacy in Eastern Europe, both before and after 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, has resulted in a costly and destructive stalemate 
for which there are two likely futures: 

https://eisenhowermedianetwork.org/russia-ukraine-war-peace/


1. The collapse of the Ukrainian state due to a deteriorating economic 
and military situation hastened by corruption. Here, Ukraine’s 
fragility resembles that of previous houses of cards built by the U.S. 
in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Vietnam. 

2. A harrowing and bloody stalemate in Ukraine where firepower, 
made more lethal by technological advances, rules a battlefield 
where neither side can achieve decisive tactical or operational 
gains. The pursuit of ways out of this stalemate likely entails 
horizontal and vertical escalation, neither of which offers solace to 
those seeking an end to death and destruction in Ukraine and the 
establishment of peace and stability. 

Horizontal escalation sees the war extending further to civilian population 
centers and infrastructure and includes the possibility of other nations joining 
the conflict. Vertical escalation sees the expansion of arsenals to weapons of 
greater range, lethality, and consequence, including nuclear weapons. These 
two forms of escalation may be intertwined and reinforcing. So, as the war may 
expand horizontally to resemble The War of Cities between Iran and Iraq 
in the 1980s, it may expand vertically as well with more powerful weapons 
being introduced by both sides. The use of nuclear weapons is 
increasingly conceivable under these conditions. 

These two likely futures may intersect. For example, a Ukrainian collapse could 
see NATO forces, likely Polish and Romanian, marching into western and 
central Ukraine to counter a Russian push to fill a collapsing Ukrainian state. 
Such an event could lead to a war between NATO and Russia, a war that 
conceivably could go nuclear. 

Hamas, Israel and the Middle East 

The Russia-Ukraine War now rages concurrently with the war between Hamas 
and Israel. This war, too, is born of a U.S. refusal to foster diplomacy. Unlike the 
conventional war between Russia and Ukraine, we are witnessing an 
asymmetrical conflict more akin to the wars of insurgency many of us 
experienced in Vietnam, Afghanistan, and Iraq. 

Worse, the Hamas/Israel bloodletting in Gaza is characterized by an ethnic 
cleansing campaign that would be impossible without U.S. diplomatic, 
economic, media, military and political support. We are disgusted by and 
find repugnant the brazen and bipartisan support by the U.S. government 
for rampant violations of international law by Israel. Ethnic cleansing in 
Gaza, long planned by senior members of the Israeli government and 
powerful elements of Israel’s reactionary right wing, follows in the ghastly 
wake of Hamas atrocities against civilians on October 7. 

Here, the U.S. government isn’t just passively witnessing war crimes; it is 
enabling them. With the frightening possibility of escalation to a regional 
or even a world war, the violence in Gaza has fed and feasted upon 
decades of deliberate diplomatic malpractice in America. Decades of 
putting Israel first, second, and last while ignoring the plight and pleas of 



Palestinians have made political settlements to the blockade of Gaza and 
the occupation of East Jerusalem and the West Bank nearly impossible. 

Whereas a month ago, we lived with the risk of nuclear war as an outcome of 
escalating conflict in Ukraine, we now face the elevated risk of a rightfully feared 
world war as a consequence of entangling alliances between nuclear-armed 
Moscow and Washington in the Middle East. 

China and the Path Ahead 

To this, we must add the dangers of war with China, something hyped by 
leading U.S. politicians; the still unpaid costs of the $8 trillion wars in 
Afghanistan and Iraq; a militarized federal budget for which 60% of discretionary 
spending goes to war and all its wounds; and a hollowed American economy. 
Decades of reckless U.S. war-making, both direct and via proxies, while 
coddling corrupt, ruthless, and unjust foreign governments has, not 
surprisingly, made the world more dangerous and less stable. Failure to 
invest in and maintain our country has weakened and corroded America’s 
infrastructure, institutions, and industries. A hypocritical flaunting of 
international law and an espousal of an ethereal rules-based order, 
coupled with an arrogant disregard for past U.S. crimes and blunders, 
have caused dozens of nations to flock to competitors – a movement 
away from America that will undoubtedly accelerate if we remain on our 
current militaristic path. 

Moreover, decades of colossal military spending have witnessed few strategic 
gains for the U.S. Our military, often saluted as the world’s greatest by 
politicians, hasn’t won a major war since World War II. That same military 
annually faces significant recruiting shortfalls that cast considerable doubt on 
the integrity and staying power of the All-Volunteer Force. America’s legacy of 
failed wars is not redeemed by on-going displays of vacuous military 
boosterism. Feel-good patriotism can’t suppress the bitterness many of us 
military veterans feel toward the past, nor does it calm the worries we have 
about our nation’s future. 

Pope Francis has spoken of a “famine of peace” that exists in the world 
today. In this spirit, we call for immediate ceasefires, without conditions, 
in Gaza and Ukraine. The surest way to prevent wars from exploding into 
uncontainable wildfires is to starve them of fuel. To think or speak that these 
conflagrations can be managed, adjusted as if by damper or thermostat, is a 
fool’s conceit or a liar’s word. We have been burned too many times in our 
professional lives to believe hot wars can be “won” by throwing more 
gasoline on them, whether rhetorically or in the form of cluster munitions, 
depleted uranium shells, and similar forms of “aid.” 

A better path ahead is clear. Peace, not war, must be fostered. In embracing 
peace through diplomacy conducted in good faith, America would indeed exhibit 
the power of its example, becoming essential to a world that cries out for liberty 
and justice for all. 
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